I wrote a letter to the commission last fall and others also did. I'm part of two groups working on homelessness and low income housing. My question was about the District 21 property above 10th street that is currently unused. Or only lightly used. We inquired about having the Gorge overlay removed on the 17 acre parcel. Allowing it to become used for a Homeless mission, low income housing, a skill center, a couple types of schools. One a supernatural ministry school, and maybe an elementary school of a charter type. The plans also include area to be for growing of food and small orchard crops to be used in the programs and for training. Our community very desperately needs this. Housing for low income is the primary problem. Even keeping needed workers from locating here. I never received any kind of answer. I was told now was the time to pursue this and these topics had been being discussed for a few years at the commission. Yes I have talked to Angie Brewer about it. So is there some kind of answer and is the call coming up a place to send in comment for it? Thank you.